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NovaCommand

NovaCommand platform significantly improves overall security detection and response capabilities by monitoring
internal network trac, correlating existing security events, applying AI and behavior analysis, all aided by global
threat intelligence. Unlike other solutions, NovaCommand uncovers breaches of existing security controls while
impact analysis identifies hidden threat within the network. Because NovaCommand integrates network and
endpoint security solutions, administrator’s ability to navigate and understand the overall threat landscape is
significantly improved, and response to threat is automated and simplified. NovaCommand can be trusted to
improve overall IT security and risk posture.



Key Features

Solution Benefits



NovaCommand Deployment



Simpler Security Visualization

Through automatic identification and asset management, ForeNova NovaCommand enables
end to end, effective management and control of the network and all business assets. Based on
visualization technology, it clearly displays the access relationships among users, businesses and
the Internet, as well as potential risk.

The latent threat detection engine, Golden Eye, evaluates threat influence in multiple
dimensions, detecting the “who,” “what,” “when,” “where,” and “why” of an attack, and
presenting it visually, in an easy to read and understand format.



Through real-time monitoring and overall evaluation of the external regions of the network, threat
type, and business risk in addition to the latest events and the global threat climate, ForeNova
NovaCommand effectively controls both the internal and external security status, enabling all-
around security analysis and intelligent decision making.

Through the real-time monitoring and overall evaluation of external attack times, sources,
targets, types and other multi-dimensional information, ForeNova NovaCommand effectively
controls external risk to the business and facilitates intelligent security analysis and decision-
making.



Evaluates the overall security posture from a business perspective and visually displays any lost
assets, rather than simply listing the number of security incidents.

Targeting specific lost assets, the attack chain is used to provide proof of the severity of an
attack, facilitating easy assessment of any asset
loss and showing the attack process and current stage quickly and clearly.



Detailed analysis of attacks and abnormal activities are logged and sorted by security incident,
and finally clearly displayed, forgoing the
more traditional complex logging report method.

Displays each security incident in detail and provides disposal suggestions.



Efficient Response



Typical Success Story


